Weighted finite-state acceptors and transducers (Pereira and Riley, 1997) are a critical technology for NLP and speech systems. They flexibly capture many kinds of stateful left-toright substitution, simple transducers can be composed into more complex ones, and they are EM-trainable. They are unable to handle long-range syntactic movement, but tree acceptors and transducers address this weakness (Knight and Graehl, 2005) . Tree automata have been profitably used in syntaxbased MT systems. Still, strings and trees are both weak at representing linguistic structure involving semantics and reference ("who did what to whom"). Feature structures provide an attractive, well-studied, standard format (Shieber, 1986; Rounds and Kasper, 1986 ), which we can view computationally as directed acyclic graphs. In this paper, we develop probabilistic acceptors and transducers for feature structures, demonstrate them on linguistic problems, and lay down a foundation for semantics-based MT.
Introduction
Weighted finite-state acceptors and transducers (Pereira and Riley, 1997) provide a clean and practical knowledge representation for string-based speech and language problems. Complex problems can be broken down into cascades of simple transducers, and generic algorithms (best path, composition, EM, etc) can be re-used across problems.
String automata only have limited memory and cannot handle complex transformations needed in machine translation (MT). Weighted tree acceptors and transducers (Gécseg and Steinby, 1984; Knight and Graehl, 2005) have proven valuable in these scenarios. For example, systems that transduce source strings into target syntactic trees performed well in recent MT evaluations (NIST, 2009) .
To build the next generation of language systems, we would like to represent and transform deeper linguistic structures, e.g., ones that explicitly capture semantic "who does what to whom" relationships, with syntactic sugar stripped away. Feature structures are a well-studied formalism for capturing natural language semantics; Shieber (1986) and Knight (1989) provide overviews. A feature structure is defined as a collection of unordered features, each of which has a value. The value may be an atomic symbol, or it may itself be another feature structure. Furthermore, structures may be re-entrant, which means that two feature paths may point to the same value. Figure 1 shows a feature structure that captures the meaning of a sample sentence. This semantic structure provides much more information than a typical parse, including semantic roles on both nouns and verbs. Note how "Pascale" plays four different semantic roles, even though it appears only once overtly in the string. The feature structure also makes clear which roles are unfilled (such as the agent of the charging), by omitting them. For computational purposes, feature structures are often represented as rooted, directed acyclic graphs with edge and leaf labels.
While feature structures are widely used in handbuilt grammars, there has been no compelling proposal for weighted acceptors and transducers for Devices: FSA = finite string automaton; ln-XTOPs = linear non-deleting extended top-down tree-to-string transducer; RTG = regular tree grammar. string automata tree automata graph automata k-best . . . paths through a WFSA (Viterbi, 1967; Eppstein, 1998) . . . trees in a weighted forest (Jiménez and Marzal, 2000; Huang and Chiang, 2005) ? EM training Forward-backward EM (Baum et al., 1970; Eisner, 2003) Tree transducer EM training (Graehl et al., 2008) ? Determinization . . . of weighted string acceptors (Mohri, 1997) . . . of weighted tree acceptors (Borchardt and Vogler, 2003; May and Knight, 2006a) ?
Transducer composition WFST composition (Pereira and Riley, 1997) Many transducers not closed under composition (Maletti et al., 2009) ?
General tools AT&T FSM (Mohri et al., 2000) , Carmel (Graehl, 1997) , OpenFST (Riley et al., 2009) Tiburon (May and Knight, 2006b) ? Table 1 : General-purpose algorithms for strings, trees and feature structures.
them. Such automata would be of great use. For example, a weighted graph acceptor could form the basis of a semantic language model, and a weighted graph-to-tree transducer could form the basis of a natural language understanding (NLU) or generation (NLG) system, depending on which direction it is employed. Putting NLU and NLG together, we can also envision semantics-based MT systems ( Figure 2) . A similar approach has been taken by Graham et al. (2009) who incorporate LFG fstructures, which are deep syntax feature structures, into their (automatically acquired) transfer rules. Feature structure graph acceptors and transducers could themselves be learned from semanticallyannotated data, and their weights trained by EM.
However, there is some distance to be traveled. Table 1 gives a snapshot of some efficient, generic algorithms for string automata (mainly developed in the last century), plus algorithms for tree automata (mainly developed in the last ten years). These algorithms have been packaged in general-purpose software toolkits like AT&T FSM (Mohri et al., 2000) , OpenFST (Riley et al., 2009) , and Tiburon (May and Knight, 2006b) . A research program for graphs should hold similar value.
Formal graph manipulation has, fortunately, received prior attention. A unification grammar can specify semantic mappings for strings (Moore, 1989) , effectively capturing an infinite set of string/graph pairs. But unification grammars seem too powerful to admit the efficient algorithms we desire in Table 1 , and weighted versions are not popular. Hyperedge replacement grammars (Drewes et al., 1997; Courcelle and Engelfriet, 1995) are another natural candidate for graph acceptors, and a synchronous hyperedge replacement grammar might serve as a graph transducer. Finally, Slutzki (1981, 1982) propose graph acceptor and graph-to-tree transducer formalisms for rooted directed acyclic graphs. Their model has been extended to multi-rooted dags (Bossut et al., 1988; Bossut and Warin, 1992; Bossut et al., 1995) and arbitrary hypergraphs (Bozapalidis and Kalampakas, 2006; Bozapalidis and Kalampakas, 2008) ; however, these extensions seem too powerful for NLP. Hence, we use the model of Slutzki (1981, 1982) as a starting point for our definition, then we give a natural language example, followed by an initial set of generic algorithms for graph automata.
Preliminaries
In this section, we will define directed acyclic graphs which are our model for semantic structures.
Let us just define some basic notions: We will write R for the real numbers. An alphabet is just a finite set of symbols.
Intuitively, a rooted ordered directed acyclic graph, or dag for short, can be seen as a tree that allows sharing of subtrees. However, it is not necessarily a maximally shared tree that has no isomorphic subtrees (consider the examples in Figure 3 ). More formally, we define a directed graph over an alphabet Σ as a triple G = (V, E, ) of a finite set of nodes V , a finite set of edges E ⊂ V ×V connecting two nodes each and a labeling function : V → Σ. We say that (v, w) is an outgoing edge of v and an incoming edge of w, and we say that w is a child of v and v is a parent of w. A directed graph is a dag if it is • acyclic: V is totally ordered such that there is no (v, w) ∈ E with v > w; • ordered: for each V , there is a total order both on the incoming edges and the outgoing edges; • and rooted: min(V ) is transitively connected by to all other nodes. This is a simplified account of the dags presented in Section 1. Instead of edge-labels, we will assume that this information is encoded explicitely in the node-labels for the INSTANCE feature and implicitly in the node-labels and the order of the outgoing edges for the remaining features. Figure 1 shows a feature structure and its corresponding dag. Nodes with differently-labeled outgoing edges can thus be differentiated. Since the number of ingoing edges is not fixed, a node can have arbitrary many parents. For instance, the PERSON node in Figure 1 has four parents. We call the number of incoming edges of a given node its head rank, and the number of outgoing edges its tail rank. We also need incomplete dags in order to compose larger dags from smaller ones. An incomplete dag is a dag in which some edges does not necessarily have to be connected to two nodes; they can be "dangling" from one node. We represent this by adding special nodes and ⊥ to the dag. If an incomplete dag has m edges ( , v) and n edges (v, ⊥), we call it an (m, n)-dag. An (m, n)-dag G can be composed with an (n, o)-dag G by identifying the n downward-dangling edges of G with the n upward-dangling edges of G in the right order; the result G • G is a (m, o)-dag. Furthermore, two dags H and H of type (m, n) and (m , n ) can be composed horizontally by putting their upward-dangling edges next to each other and their downward-dangling edges next to each other, resulting in a new (m + m , n + n ) dag H ⊕ H . If G 1 , . . . , G can be composed (vertically and horizontally) in such a way that we obtain G, then G i are called subdags of G.
An (m, n)-subdag H of a dag G can be replaced by an (m, n)-subdag H , resulting in the dag G , written G[H → H ] = G . An example is depicted in Figure 5 , showing how a dag is split into two subdags, of which one is replaced by another incomplete dag. Our account of dag replacement is a simplified version of general hypergraph replacement that has been formulated by Engelfriet and Vereijken (1997) and axiomatized by Bozapalidis and Kalampakas (2004) .
Trees are dags where every node has at most one incoming edge. Tree substitution is then just a special case of dag composition. We will write the set of dags over an alphabet Σ as D Σ and the set of trees over Σ as T Σ , and T Σ (V ) is the set of trees with leaves labeled with variables from the set V .
Dag acceptors and transducers
The purpose of dag acceptors and dag transducers is to compactly represent (i) a possibly-infinite set of dags, (ii) a possibly-infinite set of (dag, tree) pairs, and (iii) a possibly-infinite set of (graph, tree, weight) triples.
Dag acceptors and dag transducers are a generalization of tree acceptors and transducers (Comon et al., 2007) . Our model is a variant of the dag acceptors defined by Kamimura and Slutzki (1981) and the dag-to-tree transducers by Kamimura and Slutzki (1982) . The original definition imposed stricter constraints on the class of dags. Their devices operated on graphs called derivation dags (short: d-dags) which are always planar. In particular, the authors required all the parents and children of a given node to be adjacent, which was due to the fact that they were interested in derivation graphs of unrestricted phrase-structure grammar. (While the derivation structures of context-free grammar are trees, the derivation structures of type-0 grammars are d-dags.) We dropped this constraint since it would render the class of dags unsuitable for linguistic purposes. Also, we do not require planarity. Slutzki (1981, 1982 ) defined three devices: (i) the bottom-up dag acceptor, (ii) the topdown dag acceptor (both accepting d-dags) and (iii) the bottom-up dag-to-tree transducer (transforming d-dags into trees). We demonstrate the application of a slightly extended version of (ii) to unrestricted dags (semantic dags) and describe a top-down dagto-tree transducer model, which they did not investigate. Furthermore, we add weights to the models.
A (weighted) finite dag acceptor is a structure M = (Q, q 0 , Σ, R, w) where Q is a finite set of states and q 0 the start state, Σ is an alphabet of node labels, and R is a set of rules of the form r : α → β, where r is the (unique) rule identifier and (i) α ∈ Q m (σ) and β ∈ r(Q n ) for m, n ∈ N and some σ ∈ Σ (an explicit rule of type (m, n)) or (ii) α ∈ Q m and β ∈ r(Q) (an implicit rule of type (m, 1)). The function w : R → R assigns a weight to each rule.
Intuitively, explicit rules consume input, while implicit rules are used for state changes and joining edges only. The devices introduced by Kamimura and Slutzki (1981) only had explicit rules.
We define the derivation relation of M by rewriting of configurations. A configuration of M is a dag over Σ ∪ R ∪ Q with the restriction that every statelabeled node has head and tail rank 1. Let c be a configuration of M and r : α → β an explicit rule A dag G is accepted by M if there is a derivation q 0 (G) =⇒ * G , where G is a dag over σ(R). Note that the derivation steps of a given derivation are partially ordered; many derivations can share the same partial order. In order to avoid spurious derivations, recall that the nodes of G are ordered, and assume that nodes are rewritten according to this order: the resulting derivation is called a canonical derivation. The set of all canonical derivations for a given graph G is D(G). The set of all dags accepted by M is the dag language L(M ). The weight w(d) of a derivation dag (represented by its canon-
, and the weight of a dag G is d∈D(G) w(d). The weighted language L(N ) is a function that maps every dag to its weight in N . ceptor can accept dags that involve boys and girls believing and wanting. One of them is given in Figure 3b . To obtain dags that are not trees, let us add the following implicit (2, 1) and (3, 1) rules:
A non-treelike dag is given in Figure 3a , while its derivation is given in Figure 6 . Note that the effect of rule (8) could be simulated by rule (9).
Let us now define dag-to-tree transducers. Contrarily to Kamimura and Slutzki (1982) , who defined only the bottom-up case and were skeptical of an elegant top-down formulation, we only consider topdown devices.
A (weighted) top-down dag-to-tree transducer is a machine T = (Q, q 0 , Σ, ∆, R, w) which is defined in the same way as a finite dag acceptor, except for the additional output alphabet ∆ and the rules' righthand side. A dag-to-tree transducer explicit rule has the form r : α → β where α ∈ Q m (Σ) and β ∈ (T ∆ (Q(X n ))) m for m, n ∈ N. Intuitively, this means that the left-hand side still consists of a symbol and m "incoming states", while the right-hand side now are m trees over ∆ with states and n variables used to process the n child subdags. Implicit (m, 1) rules are defined in the same way, having m output trees over one variable. The dag-to-tree trans
A derivation step of T is defined analogously to the acceptor case by replacement of α by β. However, copying rules (those that use a variable more than once in a right-hand side) and deleting rules (those that do not use a rule at all) are problematic in the dag case. In the tree world, every tree can be broken up into a root symbol and independent subtrees. This is not true in the dag world, where there is sharing between subdags. Therefore, if an edge reaching a given symbol σ is not followed at all (deleting rule), the transducer is going to choke if not every edge entering σ is ignored. In the case of copying rules, the part of the input dag that has not yet been processed must be copied, and the configuration is split into two sub-configurations which must both be derived in parallel. We will therefore restrict ourselves to linear (non-copying) non-deleting rules in this paper.
NLP example
Recall the example dag acceptor from Example 1. This acceptor generates an sentences about boys and girls wanting and believing. Figure 3 shows some sample graphs from this language.
Next, we build a transducer that relates these graphs to corresponding English. This is quite challenging, as BOY may be referred to in many ways ("the boy", "he", "him", "himself", "his", or zero), and of course, there are many syntactic devices for representing semantic role clusters. Because of ambiguity, the mapping between graphs and English is many-to-many. Figure 8 is a fragment of our transducer, and Figure 9 shows a sample derivation.
Passives are useful for realizing graphs with empty roles ("the girl is wanted" or "the girl wants to be believed"). Note that we can remove syntactic 0 (zero) elements with a standard tree-to-tree transducer, should we desire.
(qs)WANT(x, y) → S(qnomg(x), is wanted, qzero(y)) (q inf g )BELIEVE(x, y) → INF(qzero(y), to be believed, qzerog(y)) Events can be realized with nouns as well as verbs ("his desire for her, to believe, him"):
We note that transducer rules can be applied in either direction, semantics-to-English or English-tosemantics. Though this microworld is small, it certainly presents interesting challenges for any graph transduction framework. For example, given "the boy's desire is to be believed by the girl," the transducer's graph must make BOY the theme of BE-LIEVE.
Generic dag acceptor and transducer algorithms
In this section we give algorithms for standard tasks.
Membership checking
Membership checking is the task of determining, for a given finite dag acceptor M and an input dag G, whether G ∈ L(M ), or in the weighted case, compute the weight of G. Recall that the set of nodes of G is ordered. We can therefore walk through G according to this order and process each node on its own. A very simple algorithm can be given in the framework of "parsing as deduction" (Shieber et al., 1995) : Items: configurations, i.e. dags over Σ ∪ Q ∪ R Axiom: G, a dag over Σ Goal: dag over R Inference rule: if an item has only ancestors from Q, apply a matching rule from R to obtain a new item This algorithm is correct and complete and can be implemented in time O(2 |G| ) since there are exponentially many configurations. Moreover, the set of derivation dags is the result of this parser, and a finite dag acceptor representing the derivation dags can be constructed on the fly. It can be easily extended to check membership of (dag, tree) pairs in a dag-to-tree transducer and to generate all the trees that are obtained from a given dag ("forward application"). In order to compute weights, the techniques by Goodman (1999) can be used.
1-best and k-best generation
The k-best algorithm finds the highest-weighted k derivations (not dags) in a given (weighted) dag acceptor. If no weights are available, other measures can be used (e.g. the number of derivation steps or symbol frequencies). We can implement the k-best algorithm (of which 1-best is a special case) by generating graphs and putting incomplete graphs on a priority queue sorted by weight. If rule weights are probabilities between 0 and 1, monotonicity ensures that the k-best graphs are found, as the weights of incomplete hypotheses never increase. Dags are generated by taking the basic incomplete dags (rule dags) defined by each rule and concatenating them using the dangling edges. Every dangling edge of the rule dag can be identified with a dangling edge of the current hypothesis (if the orientation matches) or be left unconnected for later connection. In that way, all children and parents for a given node are eventually created. Strictly speaking, the resulting structures are not dags anymore as they can contain multiple and ⊥ symbols. A sample generation is shown in Figure 10 . Note how the order of rules applied is different from the example in Figure 6 .
Using the dag acceptor as a generating device in this way is unproblematic, but poses two challenges. First, we have to avoid cyclicity, which is easily confirmed by keeping nodes topologically sorted.
Second, to avoid spurious ambiguity (where derivations describe the same derivation dag, but only differ by the order of rule application), special care is needed. A simple solution is to sort the edges in each incomplete dag to obtain a canonical ("leftmost") derivation. We start with the start state (which has head rank 0). This is the first incomplete dag that is pushed on the dag queue. Then we repeatedly pop an incomplete dag G from the dag queue. The first unused edge e of G is then attached to a new node v by identifying e with one of v's edges if the states are compatible. Remaining edges of the new node (incoming or outgoing) can be identified with other unused edges of G or left for later attachment. The resulting dags are pushed onto the queue.
Whenever a dag has no unused edges, it is complete and the corresponding derivation can be returned. The generation process stops when k complete derivations have been produced. This k-best algorithm can also be used to generate tree output for a dag-to-tree transducer, and by restricting the shape of the output tree, for "backward application" (given a tree, which dags map to it?).
Future work
The work presented in this paper is being implemented in a toolkit that will be made publicly available. Of course, there is a lot of room for improvement, both from the theoretical and the practical viewpoint. This is a brief list of items for future research:
• Complexity analysis of the algorithms.
• Closure properties of dag acceptors and dagto-tree transducers as well as composition with tree transducers.
• Investigate a reasonable probabilistic model and training procedures.
• Extended left-hand sides to condition on a larger semantic context, just like extended topdown tree transducers (Maletti et al., 2009 ).
• Handling flat, unordered, sparse sets of relations that are typical of feature structures. Currently, rules are very specific to the number of children and parents. A first step in this direction is given by implicit rules that can handle a potentially arbitrary number of parents.
• Hand-annotated resources such as (dag, tree) pairs, similar to treebanks for syntactic representations.
